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Abstract

DciA is a newly discovered bacterial protein involved in loading the replica-
tive helicase DnaB onto DNA at the initiation step of chromosome repli-
cation. Its three-dimensional structure is composed of a folded N-terminal
domain (residues 1-111) resembling K Homology domains and a long disor-
dered C-terminal tail (residues 112-157) which structure-activity relationship
remains to be elucidated. In the present study on Vibrio cholerae DciA,
we emphasize the importance of its disordered region to load DnaB onto
DNA using surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and isothermal titration mi-
crocalorimetry (ITC). Then we characterize the conformational ensemble
of the full-length protein using a combination of circular dichroism (CD),
small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), and molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations. The atomic-level structural ensemble generated by MD simulations
is in very good agreement with SAXS data. From initial conformations of
the C-terminal tail without any secondary structure, our simulations bring
to light several transient helical structures in this segment, which might be
molecular recognition features (MoRFs) for the binding to DnaB and its
recruitment and loading onto DNA.
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1. Introduction

In domain Bacteria, the replication of circular chromosomes is a tightly
controlled mechanism involving a machinery of several proteins named repli-
some. Briefly, DNA replication initiation occurs at the replication origin
oriC, a specific sequence recognized by the initiator protein DnaA. The bind-
ing of DnaA to oriC leads to the unwinding of DNA double helix and to the
loading of the replicative helicase onto single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). Then
the helicase is translocated on the lagging strand in the 5’ to 3’ direction to
open the double strand of DNA. The helicase is further associated with both
the primase and polymerase to perform DNA replication.

Bacterial helicase is a homo-hexamer of protein DnaB whose the loading
on ssDNA is operated by protein DnaC in Escherichia coli or DnaI in Bacil-
lus subtilis. However, a majority of bacterial species are devoid of proteins
DnaC or DnaI. Actually, it was discovered in 2016 that DnaC and DnaI genes
were acquired during evolution by domestication in bacteria of a phage gene,
to the detriment of an ancestral gene called DciA (Dna[CI] Antecedent) [1, 2].
This gene persists in most bacteria, including many pathogens such as Vib-
rio cholerae, Yersinia pestis, Mycobactyerium tuberculosis or Pseudomonas
aeruginosa. In the latter, it was demonstrated that DciA directly and specif-
ically interacts with DnaB and that the knock-out of DciA gene induces a
blocking of the replication initiation [1, 3].

From a structural point of view, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and
SAXS experiments showed that V. cholerae DciA has a N-terminal domain
which is well folded (residues 1-111) and a C-terminal tail which is presum-
ably intrinsically disordered (segment 112-157 residues) [3]. The N-terminal
domain has a fold similar to KH domains known to bind polynucleotides [6],
with one long α-helix (residues 10-38), two β-strands (segments 47-53 and
56-61) followed by a second α-helix (residues 64-83) and a third β-strand
(residues 91-97). Interestingly, the folding of DciA N-terminal domain is dif-
ferent from that of loading proteins DnaC and DnaI (AAA+ domains) but
similar to that of the N-terminal domain of the initiator protein DnaA which
also interacts with DNA and DnaB [7, 4] (Fig. 1).

Beside their folded domain, all four previous helicase binding proteins
(DciA, DnaC, DnaI, and DnaA) have an intrinsically disordered region pre-
dicted by PONDR [8]. In E. coli, DnaC disordered segment was shown to
adopt an helical conformation upon binding to helicase DnaB (PDB struc-
tures 6QEL and 6QEM [12]), suggesting that DciA disordered region might
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Figure 1: (A) Sequence alignment of V. cholerae DciA, E. coli DnaA, and T. thermophylus
Ribosome binding factor A (RbfA), one of the closest structural homologues of DciA with
a typical KH domain. Residues in α-helix and β-strand are highlighted in yellow and
green, respectively. (B) Superimposition of the folded N-terminal domains of V. cholerae
DciA, E. coli DnaA (PDB ID: 2E0G [4]), and T. thermophylus RbfA (PDB ID: 2DYJ [5]).
Helices and strands are colored in yellow and green in DciA, orange and blue in DnaA, and
pink and light blue, in RbfA, respectively. Brown, blue, and pink balls indicate C-terminal
residue of DciA, DnaA, and RbfA, respectively.

also be involved in interactions with DnaB, possibly with conformational
changes toward α-helices. Nevertheless, it could be noted that both V.
cholerae DciA and E. coli DnaA have the disordered region following their
folded N-terminal KH domain, whereas both E. coli DnaC and B. subtilis
DnaI have it preceding their folded C-terminal AAA+ domain (Fig. 2). This
suggests that DciA might have a different binding mode to its helicase than
DnaC or DnaI.

In the present study, we aim at gaining a better insight into the relation-
ship between conformational ensemble and biological function of DciA. More
specifically, we address the question of whether its disordered C-terminal re-
gion in unbound state can adopt transient secondary structures which might
be molecular recognition features (MoRFs) for binding to helicase DnaB. For
this purpose, we first investigated the role of V. cholerae DciA disordered
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Figure 2: Prediction of disordered segments in V. cholerae DciA, E. coli DnaA and DnaC,
and B. subtilis DnaI using web-servers PONDR [8] and IUPred2A [9]. Blue and red lines
indicate scores obtained with the predictors PONDR VSL2 [10] and IUPred [11], respec-
tively. Black horizontal thick bars represent disordered regions predicted by PONDR.

region in loading DnaB onto DNA using surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
experiments. Then, we characterized the conformational ensemble of the full-
length DciA in solution using multiple molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
combined with small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and circular dichroism
(CD) data.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Bioinformatics prediction of disorder and secondary structures

We used bioinformatics tools to predict the degree of disorder of V.
cholerae DciA, E. coli DnaA and DnaC, and B. subtilis DnaI as a func-
tion of their sequence. Predictions presented herein were obtained by using
web-servers PONDR [8] and IUPred2A [9]. We also attempted to detect
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secondary structures in the C-terminal region of DciA using sequence anal-
yses. Results reported below were provided by web-servers PsiPred [13] and
NetSurfP [14].

2.2. Protein sample preparation

Experimental procedures for cloning, expression, and purification of pro-
teins studied herein are described in Ref. [3].

2.3. Surface plasmon resonance

SPR experiments were performed using a Proteon XPR36 instrument
(Bio-Rad). The measurements were done at 30 ◦C to avoid non-specific
binding of DciA in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) with 0.01 % of Tween
20 (PBST), a nonionic detergent to avoid also aspecific liaison, and with or
without ATP 0.5 mM. NLC sensor chips were used to immobilize the different
DNA through their biotin-tag. For immobilization, DNA was diluted in
PBST and attached to the chip in such a way as to obtain 50 Resonance
Unit (RU) in different orientations (3’ or 5’).

In each experiment, proteins were injected in PBST with 0.5 mM ATP
at 50 µL/min, during 240 s, and dissociation was run during 750 s with only
PBST and 0.5 mM ATP without proteins. Then proteins were injected a
second time during 240 s in PBST with 0.5 mM ATP and a second dissocia-
tion was run during 750 s. In all experiments, proteins were injected at the
concentration of 1.25 µM. After each interaction test, the chip was regener-
ated using 0.5 % of SDS. After correction by substraction of the uncoated
reference channel, the sensorgrams were analyzed and compared.

2.4. Isothermal titration microcalorimetry

Isothermal titration microcalorimetry experiments were performed with
an ITC200 isothermal titration calorimeter from MicroCal (Malvern). The
experiments were carried out at 20 ◦C. V. cholerae DnaB wild type concen-
tration in the microcalorimeter cell (0.2 ml) was 33 µM. Nineteen injections
of 2 µl of full-length DciA or DciA[1−111] at 157 µM were performed at inter-
vals of 180 s while stirring at 500 rpm. The experimental data were fitted to
theoretical titration curves with software supplied by MicroCal (ORIGINr).
This software uses the relationship between the heat generated by each in-
jection and ∆H (enthalpy change in kcal/mol), Ka (the association binding
constant in M−1), n (the number of binding sites), total protein concentra-
tion, and free and total ligand concentrations [15].
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2.5. Small angle X-ray scattering
SAXS experiments were performed on the SWING beamline at the syn-

chrotron SOLEIL, St-Aubin, France. The sample-to-detector (Eiger 4M Dec-
tris) distance was set to 1789 mm and the wavelength λ to 1.0 Å, allowing use-
ful data collection over the scattering vector of 0.005 Å−1 < q < 0.5 Å−1. In
order to avoid the contribution due to aggregates, SAXS data were collected
directly after elution of the protein through the online size-exclusion high-
performance liquid chromatography column (Superdex increase 200, 5x150)
equilibrated in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 200 mM NaCl. 50 µL of protein
sample was injected at 15 ◦C at an initial concentration close to 2 mg/mL.
The protein was eluded at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min, the frame duration was
0.99 s and the dead time between frames was 0.01 s. Scattering of the elu-
tion buffer before void volume was recorded and subtracted from all protein
scattering curves. The scattered intensities were displayed on an absolute
scale using water scattering.

For each frame, the protein concentration (≈ 0.4 mg/mL at the top of
elution peak) was estimated from UV absorption at 280 nm using a spectrom-
eter located immediately upstream of the SAXS measuring cell. Data were
first analyzed using Foxtrot, the Swing in-house software, and then using the
US-SOMO HPLC module [16]. This program yields for each SAXS frame
the value of the scattering intensity I(0) and of the radius of gyration (Rg)
by applying the Guinier analysis: Log[I(q)/I(0)] = −q2Rg2/3 [17]. Identical
frames under the main elution peak were selected using Cormap [18] and
averaged for further analysis.

In order to compare experimental and theoretical SAXS intensities of a
protein, a robust and accurate method is required to back-calculate SAXS
curves from its conformational ensemble. It should be reminded that the scat-
tering intensity of a protein, obtained as the scattering curve of the protein
solution minus the scattering of the buffer, not only accounts for the protein
electrons but also for those of solvent molecules in excess or in deficiency at
the protein surface with respect to the buffer electron density. Thus, back-
calculations of the intensity scattered by a protein imply to correctly calculate
the volume of solvent excluded by the protein and to accurately estimate the
scattering contribution from the protein hydration layer [19, 20, 21]. In a
previous study, we benchmarked different software using implicit models of
solvation to back-calculate the SAXS intensity of a fully intrinsically disor-
der protein (N-WASP domain V) [22]. For most of these software, including
CRYSOL [23] and Pepsi-SAXS [24], we found that their default parameter
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for the excess electron density were too large for correctly reproducing SAXS
intensities calculated with the explicit-solvent SAXS software WAXSiS [25].
Consistently with other publications [21, 26], we showed that lower values
for excess electron density parameters allow to calculate SAXS intensities
more accurately [22]. Regarding specifically Pepsi-SAXS, we suggested to
reduce its excess electron density parameter from 5% (default value) to 2.2%
(∆ρ = 0.0073 e/Å3). Since Pepsi-SAXS is also notably very fast, we chose
to use it with the latter parameter for the present study of DciA.

2.6. Molecular dynamics simulations

Initial conformations of V. cholerae full-length DciA were built on the ba-
sis of the NMR structure of the truncated N-terminal domain DciA[1−111] [3].
Nevertheless, there were significant uncertainties in NMR data about the
presence of two α-helices at C-terminal positions 98-102 and 104-110. We
thus decided to build two sets of initial conformations on the basis of the
folded domain DciA[1−111] with or without these two α-helices in region 98-
110. Two ensembles of 5 000 conformations of DciA disordered C-terminal
tail were generated using the statistical coil generator software Flexible-
Meccano (FM) [27], one for segment 112-157, the other one for region 98-157.
Then, the NMR structures of DciA folded domain were merged with the FM
conformations of the disordered tail to obtain the full-length protein. Af-
ter removing all structures with steric clashes, we selected 24 conformations
with Rg varying from 17 to 40 Å in the pool containing two α-helices in
region 98-110, and 24 other ones with Rg ranging from 19 to 42 Å in the
pool without secondary structure in this segment. It should be noted that
in all 48 selected conformations, there are no secondary structures in the in-
trinsically disordered region 112-157. Finally, the complete atomic structures
were generated by adding the missing side chains of the disordered segment
(generated by FM) using SCWRL4 program [28] and all missing hydrogens
with GROMACS tools pdb2gmx [29].

Each of the 48 initial conformations of full-length DciA was solvated in a
dodecahedral rhombic box of 14.0 nm edge, then neutralized by adding 234
sodium and 243 chloride ions to reach a salt concentration of 200 mM. The
non-bonded interactions were treated using the smooth PME method [30] for
the electrostatic terms and a cutoff distance of 1.2 nm for the van der Waals
potentials. All solute and water covalent bond lengths were kept constant
using the LINCS [31] and SETTLE [32] algorithms, respectively, allowing
to integrate the equations of motion with a 2 fs time step. All simulations
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were performed with the GROMACS software [29] in the NPT ensemble, at
T = 310 K and P = 1 bar, using the Nose-Hoover and Parrinello-Rahman
algorithms [33, 34, 35] with the time coupling constants τT = 0.1 ps and
τP = 0.5 ps. Each of the 48 initial conformations was submitted to 2 ns
of equilibration followed by 100 ns of production yielding an accumulated
trajectory of 4.8 µs.

As reported in various publications [36, 37, 38], several force fields for
protein and water model were improved to accurately generate conforma-
tional ensembles of IDPs. This is generally achieved by using a four-site
water model which better accounts for the polar properties of water, and by
accentuating the depth of the solute-solvent Lennard-Jones (LJ) potentials to
better solvate non-polar residues. In our previous article [22], we have tested
some of these improved force fields, and found that the use of AMBER-03w
and TIP4P/2005s proposed by Best et al. [39] can satisfactorily reproduce
both NMR and SAXS data obtained on N-WASP domain V, a 67-residues
intrinsically disordered protein. For this new study, we decided to use the
same combination of protein and water models to perform independent MD
simulations of DciA.

To minimize the possible bias induced by our selection of initial conforma-
tions, we only kept the last 80 ns of each MD simulation for subsequent anal-
yses. We collected data every 40 ps yielding an ensemble of 96 048 structures
for DciA. Most of the conformational analyses were performed using GRO-
MACS tools and in-house python scripts. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that protein radii of gyration were not calculated with the GROMACS tool
gmx gyrate, but from the back-calculated SAXS intensities using the Guinier
approximation Log[I(q)/I(0)] = −q2Rg2/3 when q → 0 [17]. Secondary
structure propensity scores were computed by using SSP program [40], which
combines chemical shifts of Cα, Cβ, CO, and backbone N atoms calculated
by the program SHIFTS [41]. The software STRIDE [42] was also used to
assign secondary structure elements to each residue of each protein confor-
mation, based on hydrogen bond criteria and backbone dihedral angle values.

2.7. Conformational sub-ensemble selection

From a large conformational ensemble, it is possible to derive a sub-
ensemble that better agrees with experimental data, if available [43]. In
this study, we applied the program GAJOE from the suite EOM [44, 45]
to the DciA conformational ensemble generated by MD in order to select
a sub-ensemble that better fit the SAXS intensities. More specifically, we
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asked GAJOE to perform 100 runs of genetic algorithm optimization of the
fit with experiments, and to save a subset of 50 optimal structures at the end
of each run, yielding a final sub-ensemble of 5 000 selected conformations.

2.8. Circular Dichroism

The circular dichroism (CD) spectra of wild type DciA were measured us-
ing JASCO J-810 spectrometer. Samples of DciA were prepared at pH 7.5,
in buffer including 20 mM of Tris-HCl and 50 mM sodium chloride. The ini-
tial concentration of protein was 1.39 g/L and 0.60 g/L for full-length DciA
and truncated DciA[1−111], respectively. Samples were recorded from 260-
190 nm wavelengths for each scan. CD spectra were further analyzed using
the web-server DICHROWEB [46] to estimate the secondary structures con-
tent of proteins. The reference data set 7 was used since it is optimized for
190-240 nm wavelengths and includes CD spectra of denatured/disordered
proteins [47]. The three analysis algorithms SELCON [48], CONTIN [49],
and CDSSTR [50] were employed in conjunction as recommended for a reli-
able analysis [51]. All three analysis programs yield percentages of residues
in α-helix and β-strand conformations, from which the number of residues
in both secondary structures can be calculated. It should be noted that, in
order to estimate standard deviations of these numbers, we proceeded as fol-
lowing: we considered that uncertainties on these numbers arise from errors
in spectra intensities which fitting can be improved by applying a scaling
factor [46]. Thus, for each used algorithm, we performed five CD spectra
analyses with five scaling factors equal to 1.2, 1.1, 1.0, 0.9, and 0.8. Then,
the output percentages and numbers of residues in α-helix or β-strand are
averaged and standard deviations can be calculated.

3. Results

3.1. DciA disordered region is important for helicase loading onto ssDNA

To investigate the role of DciA disordered segment 112-157 in loading
DnaB onto DNA, we compared here SPR experiments of DnaB binding to
ssDNA in presence of truncated DciA[1−111] or full-length protein. SPR re-
sults first show that binding of DnaB onto ssDNA without any DciA (pink
curve of Fig. 3) or in the presence of DciA[1−111] (cyan curve) are quite simi-
lar, indicating that truncated DciA[1−111] does not particularly contribute to
the loading of additional DnaB on ssDNA. In contrast, as shown by the sig-
nificant increase from 100-200 to 500-600 RU of the grey, blue, and red curves
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Figure 3: SPR experiments of DnaB binding to DNA, in presence of DciA[1−111] or full-
length DciA. The single-strand DNA is attached to the surface by its 5’ extremity. In
each experiment, a first injection is made with buffer and different proteins and a buffer
passage is used to clean up the excess protein (with only PBST and ATP). Then a second
injection is made and a second buffer passage is used to clean up the excess protein.
The results of different injections of proteins are reported here: DnaB alone and nothing
for the second passage (pink curve); DnaB and DciA[1−111] then nothing for the second
passage (cyan curve); DnaB with full-length DciA then nothing for the second passage
(grey curve); DnaB with DciA then with DciA[1−111] for the second passage (blue curve);
DnaB with DciA then with DciA for the second passage (red curve). Control experiments
of DciA[1−111] (light green) and full-length DciA (dark green) binding to DNA are also
reported (with a short time of buffer passage for truncated DciA).

of Fig. 3, full-length DciA clearly stimulates and increases the binding to ss-
DNA of proteins which are probably complexes of DciA-DnaB. After these
increases, a biphasic dissociation can be observed. First, there is a rapid
signal decrease by about 100 RU in less than 100 s which would originate
from the release of DciA while DnaB still hangs on DNA. Then, a slow de-
crease of SPR signals can be observed, which would be associated to the slow
dissociation of DnaB from attached DNA (Fig. 3).

To confirm this scenario, we made a second injection of these proteins
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15 min after the first injections (re-Injection arrow in Fig. 3), similarly to
the work by Ioannou et al. on B. subtilis DnaI and DnaB [52]. It is observed
that DciA, but not DciA[1−111], can induces an increase in the SPR signal
(red curve of Fig. 3), indicating that full-length DciA can rebind and reform
a ternary complex DciA-DnaB-ssDNA. It should be noted that the signal in-
crease amplitude (about 100 RU) is comparable to that of the rapid decrease
observed after the first injection, confirming that the latter was associated
to a rapid dissociation of DciA from DnaB-ssDNA. Altogether, these SPR
experiments showed the importance of DciA disordered region in the loading
of DnaB helicase on DNA. They suggest that DciA C-terminal tail is involved
in forming the ternary complex DciA-DnaB-ssDNA.

These results were complemented by ITC experiments which evidenced an
absence of interaction between DnaB and DciA[1−111] but a direct binding of
full-length DciA to the helicase with an estimated Kd = 1.1±0.2 µM (Fig. 4).
Altogether, these experimental data demonstrated that the C-terminal dis-
ordered region of DciA make direct interactions with DnaB. We thus further
focused our attention on DciA conformational ensemble to gain insight into
the biological role of its C-terminal tail. In particular, we attempt to detect
transient secondary structures within its intrinsically disordered region which
could be important for binding to DnaB. For this purpose, we generated a
conformational ensemble of full-length DciA using multiple MD simulations.
This ensemble was validated by using SAXS and CD experiments and further
analyzed to identify possible molecular recognition features (MoRFs).

3.2. DciA global shape and size

Experimental SAXS intensity I(q) of full-length DciA is plotted in Fig. 5.
Using the Guinier analysis of these data, the protein average radius of gy-
ration is estimated to 26.9 Å, which is much larger than the expected value
for a globular protein of 157 residues (16-17 Å). The dimensionless Kratky
plot of SAXS data has a bell shape at low scattering angles followed by
a continuously increasing curve for larger angles, demonstrating that DciA
has a folded domain and a disordered tail [53]. Furthermore, the top of the
bell-shaped profile has a position significantly offset from the peak position
expected for globular proteins (

√
3, 1.10) [53], confirming that DciA contains

a compact domain and an extended region.
In order to infer from previous SAXS data a conformational ensemble of

DciA, we performed multiple MD simulations of the protein starting from
48 various initial conformations. From the last 80 ns of each simulation, we
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Figure 4: ITC experiments: Interaction measurements of V. cholerae DnaB wild type
with full-length DciA (black) and truncated DciA[1−111] (blue). Top panel shows heat
differences upon injection of DciA into DnaB and low panel shows integrated heats of
injection with the best fit (solid line) to a single binding model using Microcal ORIGIN.

built an ensemble of 96 048 different structures, which the 10 most populated
clusters representative structures are shown in Fig. 6. The average SAXS in-
tensity calculated from this conformational ensemble is directly compared
to experimental data in Fig. 5. The theoretical and experimental scattering
curves are in fairly good agreement, the χ2 value between the two sets of
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Figure 5: (A) Comparison of DciA SAXS experimental data (black dots) with back-
calculated intensities from conformational ensemble generated by MD (red line) and from
sub-ensemble selected by GAJOE (green line). Reduced residuals ∆/σ = [Icalc(q) −
Iexp(q)]/σexp(q) are shown just below. (B) Dimensionless Kratky plots. The point where
the two dashed lines cross indicates the position (

√
3, 1.10) of the top of bell-shaped

profiles typical of globular proteins. (C) Distribution of DciA radius of gyration computed
over conformational ensemble generated by MD (red line) and over sub-ensemble selected
by GAJOE (green line). Vertical dashed lines indicate average radius of gyration from
experiments and simulations.
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data being slightly larger than 1. Nevertheless, as seen in the residual plot,
the agreement is not perfect for small angles, and in the Kratky plot, the top
of the calculated bell-shaped curve seems to be slightly shifted toward higher
angles when compared to experimental data, indicating that extended con-
formations are slightly more frequent in MD simulations than in experiments.
Indeed, the average radius of gyration computed over DciA conformational
ensemble generated by MD has a value of 28.9 Å slightly higher than the
experimental one (26.9 Å) (Fig. 5).

In order to find a DciA conformational sub-ensemble that better fit the
SAXS data, we applied GAJOE to the MD-derived ensemble. This gener-
ated a sub-ensemble of 5 000 conformations whose the back-calculated SAXS
intensity is now in very good agreement with experiments (Fig. 5). The dis-
tribution of radius of gyration computed over this sub-ensemble is distorted
toward lower values when compared to the MD ensemble, and its average ra-
dius of gyration (27.2 Å) is now very close to the experimental value (Fig. 5).
Altogether, the conformational sub-ensemble selected by GAJOE is a good
representation of DciA in solution, at least at the global level.

Figure 6: Representative structures of the 10 most populated clusters of the DciA confor-
mational ensemble generated by MD simulations.
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3.3. DciA secondary structures

Secondary structure content of DciA disordered region can be estimated
by comparing circular dichroism (CD) spectra of truncated DciA[1−111] and
full-length DciA[1−157]. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that CD data
presented here were obtained on His-tagged proteins. Both spectra of 6xHis-
DciA[1−111] and 6xHis-DciA[1−157] are typical of α-helix-rich proteins with a
maximum absorption band close to 190 nm and two minimum ∆ε around
210 and 220 nm (Fig. 7). Regarding full-length DciA, the first minimum
is slightly shifted toward low wavelengths and deeper than the second one,
consistently with an increase in random coil residues relative to truncated
protein 6xHis-DciA[1−111].

Figure 7: Top: Experimental and DICHROWEB CD spectra of His-tagged truncated
DciA[1−111] and full-length DciA[1−157]. Bottom: Number of residues in helical or extended
conformation for each protein as provided by DICHROWEB. The two last columns indicate
differences in α-residues and β-residues between 6xHis-DciA[1−157] and 6xHis-DciA[1−111].

Quantitative analyses of DciA secondary structures can be inferred from
CD spectra by using the web-server DICHROWEB which performs decon-
volutions of experimental data into basis spectra of known proteins [46].
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We used here the reference data set 7 optimized for 190-240 nm wavelengths
which includes CD spectra of denatured/disordered proteins [47] and is there-
fore the most suitable set to study DciA. Reconstructed spectra output from
DICHROWEB are shown and compared to experimental data in Fig. 7.
SELCON provides the less accurate fits with NRMSD parameters [54] equal
to 0.130 and 0.249 for 6xHis-DciA[1−111] and 6xHis-DciA[1−157], respectively.
CONTIN yields NRMSD values of 0.073 and 0.068, and CDSSTR produces
the best fits with NRMSD equal to 0.021 and 0.0020 for truncated and full-
length DciA, respectively.

From CD spectra decomposition of DciA[1−111], the numbers of residues
in helical and strand conformations are estimated by all three analysis al-
gorithms in the ranges of 49-55 and 15-16, respectively. These numbers can
help to remove the uncertainty about the presence or not of two α-helices at
positions 98-102 and 104-110 in the NMR structure of truncated DciA[1−111].
Indeed, in presence of these two helices, the number of α-residues in trun-
cated DciA would be 60 instead of 48 without them (Fig. 1). Thus, CD data
seem to suggest that DciA[1−111] might partially lack these two α-helices in
region 98-110.

Despite differences in method and accuracy for fitting experimental CD
data, all three analysis programs SELCON, CONTIN, and CDSSTR reveal
very similar observations about variations in secondary structure numbers of
full-length DciA with respect to truncated one (Fig. 7). First, no significant
variation in the number of β-residues was detected. Secondly, the number
of α-residues increases of about 19-20 in 6xHis-DciA[1−157] relative to 6xHis-
DciA[1−111]. This strongly suggests that DciA disordered C-terminal region
98-157 has significant propensity to form α-helical structures. However, it
should be noted that uncertainties on additional numbers of α-residues re-
main very large due to the low resolution of CD technique, indicating that
these numbers should be viewed with precaution. Moreover, CD cannot say
where are located the α-residues in the disordered tail of full-length DciA
and how transient they are. To address these questions, we examine the
propensity of the DciA residues to adopt transient helical structures in the
protein conformational ensemble generated by MD.

First, we computed the residue-specific secondary structure propensity
score (SSP) [40] from Cα, Cβ, CO, and backbone N chemical shifts, either
measured by NMR experiments (for DciA[1−111]) or calculated using the pro-
gram SHIFTS [41] over MD conformational ensemble. The latter calculations
were already used in a previous study on the N-WASP disordered domain
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Figure 8: Top: Propensity of DciA residues to form secondary structure estimated with
SSP scores from NMR experiments on truncated DciA (black) or averaged over MD en-
semble of full-length protein (red). Bottom: Probability of DciA residues to form α-helix
computed from MD ensemble (red), with NetSurfP [14] (violet), PsiPred [13] (blue), or
from sub-ensemble selected by GAJOE (green).

V and were able to satisfactorily retrieve the SSP scores from NMR mea-
surements [22]. For a given residue, positive and negative values of the SSP
score indicate the proportion of helix and strand structures in the protein
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conformational ensemble, respectively. As shown in Fig. 8, both measure-
ments and calculations provide similar SSP scores for residues of DciA folded
N-terminal domain. Furthermore, propensities of region 98-102 to form an
α-helix are similar in NMR experiments of truncated DciA[1−111] and in MD
ensemble of full-length DciA. However, region 104-110 has different behaviors
in truncated and full-length proteins: it is rather unstructured in DciA[1−111],
whereas it has a propensity to form an α-helix in full-length protein. Regard-
ing DciA region 112-157, for which no NMR information was available, it is
interesting to note that, starting from entirely random coil conformations,
simulations generated non negligible α-helical structures in this disordered
C-terminal tail.

In order to closely locate these secondary structures, we directly computed
the residue probabilities to be in α-helix using the program STRIDE [42]
which assigns secondary structure elements on the basis of hydrogen bond
criteria and backbone dihedral angle values. Since no experimental informa-
tion was available for DciA disordered region, we also estimated these prob-
abilities from the protein primary sequence using the predictors PsiPred [13]
and NetSurfP [14]. Overall, both bioinformatics and biophysics approaches
yielded similar α-helix probabilities for the folded N-terminal domain 1-111
(Fig. 8). In the intermediate segment 98-111, MD simulations and PsiPred
revealed two transient short helices whereas NetSurfP only detects a single
one.

However, regarding the disordered C-terminal tail, bioinformatics tools
predict two stable α-helices at regions 122-134 and 137-148, whereas physics-
based simulations generated three transient helical segments at positions 119-
124, 130-138, and 144-148. This discrepancy is not fully understood and is
still under investigation, but it is worthy to note that the length of the two
helical segments predicted by bioinformatics methods is in agreement with
CD spectra analyses which indicate that full-length DciA has about 20 ad-
ditional α-residues with respect to truncated DciA[1−111]. However these two
stable helices are conflicting with disorder predictors PONDR and IUPRed2A
as well as SAXS data which strongly support that DciA C-terminal tail is
intrinsically disordered. On the other hand, the three transient helices gen-
erated by MD simulations are in line with this disorder but the number of
additional α-helical residues relative to truncated DciA is less consistent with
CD analyses. Altogether, among the five techniques used to characterized
the structural ensemble of DciA, two of them (CD and secondary structure
predictors) seem to indicate that its C-terminal region is structured into two
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stable α-helices. The three other approaches (disorder predictors, SAXS,
and MD simulations) tend to prove that this region is mainly disordered
with transient α-helical structures.

Interestingly, in the sub-ensemble of conformations selected by GAJOE,
the residue probabilities to be α-helical are similar to those calculated from
the ensemble generated by MD. Notably in the C-terminal disordered re-
gion, apart from residues 104-110 which have a slightly greater probability
to be helical in the selected sub-ensemble than in the MD ensemble, the
three transient helical segments at positions 119-124, 130-138, and 144-148
are retrieved to the same extent in the GAJOE sub-ensemble which also
satisfactorily describes the global shape and size of DciA in solution.

4. Discussion and conclusions

DciA is a recently discovered protein ancestral to the DnaC in E. coli
and DnaI in B. subtilis which were acquired during evolution by horizon-
tal gene transfer from phages [2]. All three proteins are involved in the
loading of helicase DnaB onto bacterial ssDNA to initiate chromosome repli-
cation. However, DciA has none sequence and structure similarities with
DnaC and DnaI and little is known about the relationship between DciA
structural ensemble and its biological activity as DnaB loader. NMR experi-
ments revealed that V. cholerae DciA N-terminal domain (residues 1-111) is
folded like KH domains which are known to bind polynucleotides [6]. This
N-terminal domain is also very similar to the folded domain of the initiation
factor protein DnaA in E. coli (Fig. 1). Altogether, this suggests that DciA
folded N-terminal domain is involved in binding bacterial DNA.

We report here results of SPR experiments which show that V. cholerae
DciA C-terminal region (residues 112-157) is important for loading helicase
DnaB onto ssDNA (Fig. 3). Complementary ITC experiments evidenced a
direct binding of DnaB to full-length DciA but not to truncated DciA[1−111]

(Fig. 4), indicating that DciA C-terminal region is crucially involved in bind-
ing helicase DnaB. In a parallel study, colleagues from the Institute for Inte-
grative Biology of the Cell (I2BC) succeeded in crystallizing DnaB in complex
with DciA. The crystal structure reveals three DciA folded N-terminal do-
mains at the surface of the DnaB hexamer, but also six α-hairpins which
sequence was not unambiguously attributed but which probably belong to
the C-terminal tail of DciA [3].
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On the other hand, SAXS experiments reported here clearly demonstrated
that DciA C-terminal tail is intrinsically disordered in the unbound state
(Fig. 5), consistently with disorder predictions of PONDER and IUPRed2A
(Fig. 2). Multiple MD simulations of the protein allowed to further charac-
terize not only the ensemble average extension of the disordered tail in fair
agreement with SAXS data (Fig. 5), but also the secondary structures that
transiently appear in DciA C-terminal segment (Fig. 8). We notably identi-
fied three transient short α-helices in region 112-157 but which do not nec-
essarily appear simultaneously (Fig. 6). The length and persistence of these
helices are not fully consistent with CD spectra analyses (Fig. 7). However,
CD remains a low resolution technique and the secondary structure assign-
ment can significantly vary with errors in spectra intensities, reference sets
of spectra, and analysis programs, especially for disordered proteins.

More intriguingly, MD-derived probabilities of α-helices in DciA disor-
dered tail are much lower than those estimated by bioinformatics tools such
as PsiPred [13] or NetSurfP [14]. These latter predicted two stable α-helices
which might correspond to the α-hairpin observed in the crystallographic
DnaB-DciA complex [3]. Thus, discrepancies between MD probabilities and
bioinformatics analyses might come from the fact that these latter rely on
training data sets of protein crystallographic structures, including protein-
protein complexes, and might not be suitable for detecting transient sec-
ondary structures in intrinsically disordered regions of unbound proteins.

Nevertheless, these discrepancies give some clues or hypotheses about the
mechanism of DnaB recruitment by DciA: First, DnaB is caught by DciA C-
terminal tail, possibly through the recognition of one of its short transient
α-helices or α-MoRFs. Then, following an ”induced fit” mechanism upon
binding, DciA disordered region folds into an α-hairpin at the surface of
DnaB, and the latter is brought closer to DciA N-terminal domain as observed
in the crystallographic structure of DnaB-DciA complex.
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